Ro ebay

The Verified Rights Owner VeRO program allows owners of intellectual property IP rights and
their authorized representatives to report eBay listings that may infringe on those rights. VeRO
embodies our commitment to provide a safe place to buy and sell, which respects property
owners' rights. If your listing was removed based on a VeRO report, eBay sent you an email
with details about why your listing was reported and how to contact the rights owner directly for
more information. If you have concerns or questions about why your listing was removed,
please contact the rights owner directly. Sellers are responsible for ensuring that any item they
list on eBay is authentic and that the listing description doesn't infringe on the rights of others.
We appreciate your help in identifying and reporting listings or product pages you believe may
infringe on your intellectual property rights. If an item or listing infringes on your intellectual
property rights, you can report the listing by submitting a Notice of Claimed Infringement NOCI.
Once your report has been processed, we'll provide you with information on how to submit
additional reports, if necessary, through our VeRO reporting tool. If you are a Verified Rights
Owner, you may create a profile page which allows you to share information about your
intellectual property rights with the eBay community. If you would like eBay to post a free VeRO
participant profile page for you, contact vero ebay. These pages listed below give information
about the brands' products and legal positions. The rights owners are solely responsible for the
content. Please contact rights owners directly if you have questions. This list of brands is not
comprehensive of brands with IP rights nor is this a complete list of all Rights Owners currently
participating in the VeRO program. Trademark infringement A trademark is a unique sign such
as a name, word, phrase, logo, or symbol that a company uses to identify its products or
services. For example, eBay is the name of our company, but it's also a trademark used on our
site and on various eBay products. Trademark laws are primarily designed to protect
consumers from confusing one company's goods or services with those of another. Replica
and counterfeit It's illegal to sell counterfeits, fakes, or replicas of brand-name items. We don't
allow these items to be sold on eBay. Brand name misuse You may not use brand names in
your listing if the product isn't manufactured by or compatible with that brand. You may use
"compatible with," "fits," or "for" before a brand name if the item you are describing is
specifically designed to be compatible with the products of that brand. Logo misuse If you
include logos in your listing descriptions, make sure you're authorized to use them. Using
someone's logo without permission is a violation of trademark laws and can be misleading for
buyers. Creating a logo that's similar to someone else's can also be a trademark infringement.
Warranty Listings that contain a misrepresentation regarding an item's warranty are in violation
of trademark laws. Information relating to the warranty of a product is considered material
information and should never be misrepresented. You should read the warranty or contact the
manufacturer to be sure that the warranty is eligible for a buyer before mentioning it in a listing.
Copyright infringements A copyright is the legal protection given to authors of creative works
such as movies, music, software, photographs, and books, both published and unpublished.
Copyright protection prevents others from using the work without permission. Image and text
Using someone else's image or description without permission could violate copyright laws. If
you use text or an image that was created by someone else be sure that you have permission to
use the text or image. Media, software, movies, paintings Selling unauthorized copies of media,
software, movies, or paintings violates copyright laws. Unauthorized copies include but aren't
limited to backup, pirated, duplicated, or bootlegged copies. Copyright protection prevents
others from using creative works without permission. It may also limit the right to distribute the
copyrighted product. Design right Europe, Asia, Australia, and New Zealand only Design right
applies to the way something looks, the shape and configuration of a product, but not its
functionality. Design rights protect designs from being copied and used by someone else.
Patent rights Europe A patent is a specific set of rights granted to inventors, giving them the
right to exclude others from making, using, and selling their invention. Patents are registered
with each region's patent and trademark office. Parallel imports Some products are intended for
sale in a specific market or country. The sale of these products into another country or market
could violate trademark or copyright laws. We strongly encourage our members to educate
themselves about the laws of their own country, as well as the countries where they plan to do
business. Sellers who continue to violate intellectual property rights may be subject to a range
of consequences, from selling restrictions to full suspension from the site. You may see items
on eBay that are similar to your listing but haven't been removed. There are a few reasons why
this could happen. If you see another listing that you think violates the rights of the owner,
please email the rights owner. If we removed your listing because of a policy violation, we may
refund your fees for that listing, depending on the policy you violated and whether you've
violated our policies in the past. If your listing was reported and you believe your listing was
removed in error, contact the rights owner directly. The email we sent you about the removal

will include the rights owner's contact information. If the rights owner has made a mistake, they
should email eBay to retract their report. Counter notices can only be submitted for US-based
copyright reports, in compliance with the Digital Millennium Copyright Act. Find out what
information you need to provide when filing a counter notice as outlined under 17 U. Once we
receive a valid counter notice, we'll provide a copy of the notice to the VeRO participant and
inform them that the listings will be reinstated after 10 business days if they don't inform us that
they have filed an action seeking a court order to restrain you from relisting the items. If you
wish to file a counter notice, you can contact us. As a result, we aren't in a position to make a
judgment as to whether the item you have listed is authorized or legal. This is why we urge you
to contact the rights owner directly. When we removed your listing s , we sent you a message in
My Messages which contains the name of the rights owner and their contact information. We
encourage you to contact them if you feel your item was removed incorrectly or if you need
additional information about why it was reported and removed. If the rights owner has a VeRO
participant profile, please read it first as it may answer some of the questions you have. Be sure
to include the following information when you contact the rights owner. When eBay receives
notice through VeRO that a listing allegedly infringes intellectual property rights, we must
remove the listing as soon as possible. Unfortunately, there may be times when listings aren't
removed because the rights owner has not reported them to us. If you believe an item is
potentially infringing, and it hasn't been removed by eBay, we encourage you to contact the
rights owner and inform them of the possible infringement. VeRO may only be used by rights
owners to submit claims of alleged intellectual property infringement. If you've reported a listing
in error, you can submit a retraction by emailing the listing information to the VeRO team at
vero ebay. Since the VeRO program is for rights owners, if you don't own intellectual property
rights and aren't their authorized representative, you won't be able to report items through the
program. However, you can still help by getting in touch with legitimate rights owners
companies or individuals who hold intellectual property rights and encouraging them to contact
us about participating in the VeRO program. You can also inform them of potentially
problematic listings. The VeRO program can't be used to report stolen items. If you have
identified a seller listing items which you believe to be stolen, we ask that you contact the
relevant law enforcement body. We can't take action regarding stolen items unless we receive a
report from law enforcement. Once this happens, we'll gladly assist them with their
investigations. Please leave the following fields untouched. Get Started Everything you need to
start selling on eBay. Shipping Whether you ship across town or around the world. Explore your
options. Packaging matters Handling time Reducing shipping costs Shipping best practices
Return shipping. Service and Payments Learn how to give great service and get paid. Additional
Resources. Seller Center Search. Verified Rights Owner Program. On This Page. What is the
verified rights owner program? More information. What happened to my listing? I want to report
a rights violation VeRO participant profiles. Contact us in the following circumstances You can't
find the rights owner's email address in your removal notification email. You sent an email to
the rights owner, but they haven't replied after 5 business days. Examples of infringements
Items that bear the rights owner's trademarkâ€”such as a logoâ€”but were not authorized by the
rights owner. Unauthorized copies of audio, video, or other media. Unauthorized use of a rights
owner's images or text in a listing. I want to report a rights violation We appreciate your help in
identifying and reporting listings or product pages you believe may infringe on your intellectual
property rights. Reportable listings include Items that infringe on your intellectual property.
Counterfeit or replica items. Unauthorized use of copyrighted content in a listing or product
page Ineligible reasons to report a listing Wanting to control where a product is resold by trying
to enforce contracts or distribution of goods to authorized sellers selective distribution. Not
allowing the sale if items are below a controlled price point minimum advertised pricing or MAP.
Any terms a brand puts into their contracts that controls the way items are resold contractual
issues. Government-controlled items that are illegal to sell regulatory compliance issues. By fax
By mail eBay Designated Agent W. By email copyright ebay. VeRO participant profiles If you are
a Verified Rights Owner, you may create a profile page which allows you to share information
about your intellectual property rights with the eBay community. For example, you can provide
information about A list of your intellectual property, including brands, trademarks, and
copyrights. The potential consequences of infringing on a company's IP rights. The conditions
under which products bearing your IP may be sold. How to contact you with questions or
concerns. Other frequently asked questions. Example Items that weren't made by the
manufacturer but the items are labeled with the brand, like a purse that has a Burberry label on
it but wasn't made by Burberry. Examples A generic case made for an iPhone uses the brand
name "Apple". Listing an adidas shoe and adding the brand name "Nike". Example Listing a
branded item and including logos in your description or images without authorization. Example

Listing a product and including information about the manufacturer's warranty without checking
to see if it covers resale of the product. Examples Images or text copied from other websites or
internet searches. Stock photos and text used without permission. Scans or text copied from
catalogs or advertisements. Examples Burning unauthorized copies of movies or music and
selling the copies. Opened software subject to licensing agreements. Example The shape and
material used to create a designer sofa is copied and used to create an imitation or lookalike.
Example Product intended for sale only in the United States is listed for sale to buyers in
Europe. Create your own listing content Write your own text for your listing and take your own
photos. Don't use text or images from other web searches, manufacturer websites, third-party
product catalogs, or other sources without specific permission from the owner of the content.
Use the eBay Product Catalog to create your listing If you're creating a listing that has been
added to the eBay product catalog, you can take advantage of images and product details that
are already available. Make sure the statements in your listing are accurate Make sure that all
statements and claims in your listing are accurate and complete. Rights owners may object to
listings that contain false, inaccurate, or misleading claims about their brands or products. Use
brand names appropriately If you're selling a brand-name product, you can mention the brand
name in your listing and include photos that you've taken of the item you're selling. Review the
VeRO participant profiles created by intellectual property rights owners We encourage
intellectual property rights owners who report items through the VeRO program to create a
participant profile that explains their policies and procedures concerning infringing items. If you
have questions or concerns about a specific item you're interested in selling, check the VeRO
Participant Profiles tab on this page to find the profiles created by rights owners. There are a
few reasons why this could happen There might be a difference between your listing and the
other that isn't obvious. An intellectual property rights owner may have reported your listing as
allegedly infringing, but hasn't yet reported the other listings. If your listing was removed, don't
relist without first finding out why. If your listing was removed due to the way it was described
in image or text , you can edit your listing to remove the content in question and relist. Relisting
an allegedly counterfeit item that has been reported through VeRO could result in a range of
consequences including, but not limited to, selling restrictions or suspension from eBay. For
this reason, the Relist option isn't available for items reported as allegedly counterfeit. Be sure
to include the following information when you contact the rights owner Your eBay user ID. Your
eBay email address. The listing number s that were removed. Images of your product where
possible. Was this page helpful? Please answer this question before sending. Page name. Tell
us how we can improve this page Submit. Custom Survey Tab. Seller Hub Webinars Seller
Update. Stay Connected. Customer support at eBay can help you with just about any issue,
whether it's an order that never arrived or a product that showed up damaged or defective. The
e-commerce site's customer-service channels can also assist eBay sellers facing issues.
Whether you're buying, bidding, or selling, eBay has customer-service representatives on hand
to help you. The solutions to many common eBay issues can be found in a number of articles
published on the e-commerce site's Help page â€” think topics like "Return an item for a
refund" or "Tracking your item. If you don't see your issue, contacting eBay customer support
over the phone is as easy as dialing Phones are not everyone's preferred method for
addressing customer-service issues, though, so here are a few others. Back at the Help portal,
choose which topic your issue falls under and then select the email eBay directly option. They
generally respond within 24 hours. You can also do a one-on-one live chat with a
customer-support agent, though there may be wait times just like the phone. People who are big
on social media can try tweeting at eBay via the AskeBay Twitter handle. If your issue isn't
time-sensitive, consider bringing it to the eBay Community. Through this discussion forum, you
can start a thread about your problem and members of the eBay community will answer or
provide feedback. You can also use the eBay Community Knowledge Base feature to search a
list of commonly asked questions. Log into your eBay account. If the article doesn't solve your
issue, scroll to the bottom of the page and select which method of contact you'd like to use. If
you don't see a method you'd like to use, go back to the Help portal's main page. Scroll to the
bottom of the page and select your preferred contact method under the "Need more help? Last
Updated: January 21, References Approved. To create this article, people, some anonymous,
worked to edit and improve it over time. This article has been viewed 2,, times. Learn more
Selling on eBay is a great way to earn money for stuff you don't need anymore. Once you get
your eBay profile set up, you can start selling in no time. Every day at wikiHow, we work hard to
give you access to instructions and information that will help you live a better life, whether it's
keeping you safer, healthier, or improving your well-being. Amid the current public health and
economic crises, when the world is shifting dramatically and we are all learning and adapting to
changes in daily life, people need wikiHow more than ever. Your support helps wikiHow to

create more in-depth illustrated articles and videos and to share our trusted brand of
instructional content with millions of people all over the world. Please consider making a
contribution to wikiHow today. Once you've set up your account, go to the "Sell" tab at the top
of eBay's website. Then, write a concise, informative title for your listing that explains exactly
what you're selling. Take clear pictures of the item from multiple angles and upload them to the
listing. Write a description that includes the manufacturer, size, weight, condition, color, and
any other important information about the item. Clearly state any issues or defects the item has
in the description. For help deciding whether to do an auction format or a fixed price, scroll
down! Did this summary help you? Yes No. We've been helping billions of people around the
world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed
enables us to keep providing high-quality how-to help to people like you. Please consider
supporting our work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in
incognito and private browsers. Please log in with your username or email to continue. No
account yet? Create an account. We use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using our site, you
agree to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow. Download Article
Explore this Article parts. Tips and Warnings. Related Articles. Article Summary. Part 1 of
Explore the site a bit. To find eBay, simply use your favorite search engine and type in eBay. For
people in the United States, it is Check out eBay's seller information pages [1] X Research
source. These pages thoroughly discuss eBay's selling policies. Experiment with eBay's search
features, and browse a few listings. Knowing how eBay's search function works will help you
make better listings. Try changing the search results by changing the options in the "Sort"
menu. Keep a good eye on listings that appear at the top of the search results and those that
appear to be receiving many bids. Decide on a good account name. Avoid anything that is
offensive or lowers the value of items you are selling. This avoids abuse by users who want to
pose as eBay employees, or redirect customers to other, less reputable sites via eBay. Don't
use a trademarked name such as a brand unless you are the owner of it. Names like "iselljunk"
or "chickmagnet69" seem unprofessional and can repel buyers. Names that are hateful or
obscene can be blocked by eBay. Since so many people are already on eBay, spend some time
checking that the name you want is actually available and come up with alternatives when your
preferred name is already in use. You can change your User ID later; however, you can only do
this once every 30 days, and if frequently done, your repeat customers may be lost. Create an
eBay account. Go to eBay's main page and look for the "sign in" link near the top of the page.
Enter your name and a valid email address and choose a password must have characters and
contain at least one letter and one symbol. You will be asked to choose a username after you do
this. Follow the instructions in the email to confirm your account. If you have an existing
business, you can also sign up for a business account. On the sign up page, click the link at the
top of the registration page that says "Start a Business Account. Set up your payment method.
Accepted payment methods vary by country. In the United States, sellers are required to accept
PayPal or to have a merchant credit card account. Set up your PayPal account following the
links from the eBay website, or visit Check eBay's accepted payments policies to find out what
is allowed [4] X Research source. In Greater China, it is possible to receive payouts using
Payoneer. Build your reputation by buying a few small items. One important way that ebay
maintains itself as a safe marketplace is by encouraging buyers and sellers to leave feedback
about each other. Buyers look at sellers' feedback ratings, and buying a few items is the
quickest way to add positive ratings to your profile. Try buying small items that you want or
need anyway, and pay immediately to get good feedback as a buyer. Don't worry about buying
things you can resell. The main thing is to establish yourself as a reliable member of the ebay
community. Potential buyers who see a new seller without feedback can be very wary that
you're a "fly-by-night" seller, and they may hesitate to buy from you. Set up your profile page.
It's not necessary to have a very elaborate profile if you are just selling small items, but adding
a picture and some information can help reassure buyers that you are a legitimate seller. For
selling more expensive items, adding more information about yourself is more important,
especially if you are a new seller. People do read these to try to find out more about you, so it's
a good place to explain your credentials , such as being a collector, a retailer, a person with
knowledge of particular items, etc. Part 2 of Sell what you know. If you are good at finding
bargains or rare items in a particular category, consider specializing in items that you know a
lot about. Know what you can't sell. Obviously, illegal and hazardous items like human body
parts, drugs, live animals and illicit services are not allowed. Other items may be sold, but are
restricted, such as those sold in the "adults only" category. Check eBay's policies on banned
and restricted items [5] X Research source to avoid having your account suspended or even
permanently banned. Minimize risk by selling what you already have, or by starting small. If
you're not sure what to sell, it's risky to build up inventory without conducting a few sales first.

Try listing a few small items to get a feel for what sells and the logistics involved. You can start
by selling things you have around the house that you are no longer using, or by picking a few
items to experiment with that you can either return or keep for yourself. It's important to
experiment before loading up on too much inventory. You may not be able to sell your items at
a high enough price to make a profit, or you could end up with a lot of extra inventory that's
hard to move. If you already have some inventory from your existing collections or business,
you're ready to go! Making a few sales can help you figure out the best approach to selling your
goods on eBay. Consider how you will source your items. Often, what you sell is determined by
what you can find. It can take time and effort to source things for eBay, so it's important to find
a sourcing method that you enjoy and that you're comfortable with. Some people look for items
that are underpriced, badly presented or have misspelled titles. If you enjoy thrift stores or
garage sales, this is a great place to start. Just remember that you usually can't return what you
buy, so you may end up with items that cannot sell. Discount, warehouse and outlet stores are
good places to find bargains, and often have a return policy you can take advantage of if your
items don't sell. Consider how long you will spend listing each item. Remember, you have to
take pictures, write descriptions, and figure out how to ship every single item you sell. This
takes time, so it's more efficient to sell similar items, and items that are easy to photograph and
describe. Try to find things in bulk, or with similar features. That way you can create listing
templates for yourself, or even just create one listing for multiple items. Look for items that are
easy to describe, photograph, and ship. Look for items that you can easily ship in the same
manner, so that you can pack things quickly and get bulk discounts on shipping materials.
Consider shipping and storage logistics. Bulky and heavy items can be difficult to make a profit
on, because they can be expensive to ship, and take up a lot of space. Buyers look at the total
cost of the item, including shipping, so the shipping cost always has to be factored in when
considering if an item can be sold at a reasonable price. Think about space as an important
issue. Working from home selling things can reduce overheads but if your stock starts taking
over the space, your life won't be the same. Do you have room for your products and room to
wrap, pack and store purchased items? Consider how quickly you can move your inventory,
and how long you are willing to wait. Be aware that trends can pass quickly, leaving you with
stale stock. For other items, you might have to wait longer for the collector or other interested
buyer to turn up. Know what's hot. Obviously, the more popular an item is, the more people will
be searching and bidding for it. This requires a certain knack, and often successful sellers are
people that intuitively know what will sell. However, eBay does have some tools for pinpointing
what is popular. Check out eBay's hot items page [6] X Research source pages. Items
commonly listed here include brand name clothing, electronics, gold jewelry, fashion
accessories and football shirts. Look at completed listings. This allows you to see how many of
a particular item has sold, when they were sold, and how much they sold for. If you have the
eBay app on your mobile device, this can be particularly useful if you're at a store or garage
sale and are unsure about whether to buy something. Type your query into eBay's search box,
then check the boxes next to "Sold listings" or "Completed listings" in the "Show only" section
of the menu on the left of the page. For the mobile app, enter your search words, then tap
"Refine. Be aware that if something is popular, there will be many sellers selling the very same
things as you. It can be difficult selling in a category that is already saturated because it's so
easy to get lost in the sheer number of search results, and prices are already so cheap that it's
nearly impossible to make a profit as a small seller. Also, your low feedback rating puts you at a
disadvantage. Popular items attract scammers who prey on inexperienced sellers who do not
know how to protect themselves. Part 3 of Research your market. Search eBay for items like
those you want to sell, and read the listings, especially completed listings which have sold for a
good price, or current listings that have attracted a lot of bids. Take note of what sort of
information or photos you find most helpful to you as a potential buyer â€” the same type of
information will be helpful to your potential buyers. Consider what makes you think a seller is
trustworthy and how you will manage to convey that same sense of trustworthiness through
your sales and profile. Enter a title for your listing. The title is the front line in getting your
auction noticed. A good title will not only give potential buyers enough information to know
whether the listing is worth their time to look at, it will also attract people searching for your
items. Include all relevant words and spell them correctly. Keep the words relevant. Exclude
fluff such as "cool" or "excellent". Include alternative spellings and phrasings if you have
space. For example, if you're selling an iPod, put "MP3 player" in your title. However, eBay's
search will automatically account for variant phrasings; it will also sometimes check category
names in addition to the auction title. Do a search on specific terms and look at the titles of the
auctions that come up. Take good photographs of your item. Photographs which clearly
illustrate the item to be sold can make a listing; bad photographs can actually repel customers.

Get a cheap digital camera or a camera phone if you don't have one already. You are required to
include at least one photograph with your listing, and having more than one photo definitely
boosts buyers' confidence. You can have up to 12 photos per listing. Use good lighting. Where
possible, turn off your flash and use natural light. Go outside, or take a photo by a window.
Rotate or crop any photos that might need it for a better appearance, and use photo editing
software or eBay's photo editor to improve the picture. Get as many photographs as your
buyers will need. Take photographs of your item from every angle that you think someone will
find useful. Get photographs of any unusual feature, any defects, and so on. The extra
confidence that this will give buyers is almost always except on the lowest-valued items
worthwhile. Of course, some items only need one photo; use your judgment here. Don't use a
distracting or dirty background and get rid of any nearby clutter. A simple sheet of white paper
may be used to provide a clean, neutral background for smaller items. Don't copy photographs
from other listings or anywhere else on the Internet, ever. Apart from being dishonest and
fraudulent, this will almost always be copyright infringement ; nearly everything on the Internet,
and elsewhere, is copyrighted, whether it has a copyright notice or not. See how to take better
product photos for free for more ideas on producing good photos for eBay sales. Enter a
description for your item. Include any and all relevant information. This includes things like the
manufacturer, compatibility for items intended to be used with something else , size, weight,
color, condition, measurements, and so on. Be careful when adding too much information. A
buyer can skim through information they do not need to know, but will likely hit the "back"
button if they don't see the information they want. Extra information can also help search
engines find your listing. Put the most important information at or very near the beginning of
the listing. Keep the design simple, if you see the need to design a listing at all. Some sellers
clutter their listings with unrelated elements that that it makes the listing itself more difficult to
read, and display improperly on mobile devices. Let the pictures and your text speak for
themselves. Choose moderately large, easy to read text fonts for your listing and don't overdo
animation, clashing colors and other distractions. Remember some buyers have poor eyesight
and prefer large print. Think of "large print books" as an example of text size. Be clear about
any defects in the item. Buyers will find this out anyway, so let them decide for themselves what
is a significant problem and what is not. However, if your item has flaws, consider not selling it
at all on eBay. You don't want to get a reputation for selling junk. On negative feedback can
seriously hurt or even destroy a small seller. Pick a selling format. You can choose whichever is
convenient for you and best suited to your item The online auction. Auctions last from days,
and can sometimes allow you to get a higher price for your item, because it encourages buyers
to become competitive with each other, and enjoy the thrill of winning an item as much as the
item itself. This is good when you have something to sell that people frequently search for and
seem inclined to fight over, such as a rare piece of sports memorabilia. The auction format is
also useful when you're uncertain as to what price you should sell at, and can help you
determine the price for similar items in the future. Buy It Now items are fixed-price items. They
allow the buyer to buy something and have it shipped to them immediately, rather than having
to wait for the auction to end. This is great for items that people either buy routinely or on
impulse, or for items where the supply already outstrips the demand, and where you want to
offer a competitive price. Items which people need immediately are unlikely to attract many bids
in an auction. Set your price according to how much you paid for the item, your time, eBay fees
, and how much it costs to ship. Remember that once someone buys an item from you or the
auction ends, it constitutes a binding agreement to sell, and it is difficult to get past this unless
both parties agree to cancel the sale. See how to determine what to price your eBay items for
more details. You can change the price at any time with fixed-price items, or before the first bid
is placed for auction items. Lower starting bids attract more bidders and interest in your item,
and may well result in your item selling for more, but if an item doesn't generate enough interest
or isn't visible enough, you may get a very low final selling price. There is an option to set a
"reserve" price for your item while offering a low starting bid, but eBay charges extra for this
and some buyers find it annoying. Don't overcharge for shipping and handling. While it's
sometimes helpful to tweak the shipping price a bit to be able to offer a lower price, and account
for handling and supplies, most buyers will be put off by obviously inflated shipping charges.
These days, buyers expect free shipping, and eBay boosts items' visibility in the search if they
offer free shipping. Unless your item is particularly heavy, increase your opening bid or
Buy-It-Now price and offer free shipping. Keep an eye on the invoices that eBay sends you and
be a timely payer. You will owe commission fees and other fees over time from listing and you
need to make regular, full payments in order to be able to continue listing your items for sale.
While the fees might initially surprise you, treat them as very much a part of your business
expenses and soon you'll remember that these need to come off the costs of your products and

efforts. Choose when to start and end your auction. Auctions end 1, 3, 5, 7 or 10 days after you
start them. When the auction ends and how long it lasts can make a difference in how much
your item sells for. By scheduling your auction to end at a peak buying time, you can often get a
higher selling price. Auctions ending on weekends tend to catch high traffic, therefore
increasing the chances of better end prices for your items. For example, beach gear does better
in summer while skis will do better in winter. You can check out eBay's planned promotions for
certain categories [pages. Check this out and plan your sales for when these categories will be
highlighted. Keep a friendly tone. Many sellers seem to go to extra efforts to intimidate potential
customers; they seem to think it's essential to leave scream threats invariably in huge, colored
fonts to report non-paying bidders, and so on. Don't do this! You wouldn't want to buy from a
brick-and-mortar store wherein the owner watched you every move, nor would you want to shop
at a store wherein the sales clerk complained about other customers. The Internet is no
different; it's insulting to your potential buyers to treat them as potential thieves or wrongdoers;
drop the bad faith approach. If you must include additional information on your policies, ensure
the length is shorter than your item description. Consider offering a return policy. Not only does
this help you to qualify for discounts on eBay, some sellers believe it makes buyers more likely
to commit to buy. Very few buyers actually return their purchases, so you are likely to profit
more from letting buyers feel secure than to lose money from returns. On the other hand, the
discounts eBay gives to Top Rated Plus sellers who offer discounts is small enough that a
single return can cost more than the monthly discount for small sellers. If you offer a return
policy, all buyers are allowed to return everything they buy from you for any reason; you can
never refuse a return, even for buyer's remorse. If you officially don't offer returns, you can still
take them on a case-by-case basis. Answer questions from your buyers as the auction runs its
course. Be prompt about it, and always be patient, clear, professional and friendly. Buyers don't
like to see unanswered questions and it impacts your professionalism, so don't hesitate to
respond. Double-check everything before saving. Be sure that when you're done with
everything at the end you're at the "overview" page to double check and press "Submit. You'll
then get an e-mail confirming that your product was placed on eBay. Check your spelling. This
won't make up for a bad listing in other respects, but it still goes some way. Proper
capitalization and punctuation makes listings much easier to read. Fix any mistakes. You can
continue to fix mistakes in an auction until the first bid has been placed, after which, it is what it
says! Part 4 of Watch the auction. You'll get an idea of interest by watching the counter change
and if few people are looking, you might need to make adjustments to the auction to make it
more appealing to those browsing about the site. Learn by observing what works and does not
work, and apply changes as needed. End an auction if needed. You have the ability to end an
auction up to 12 hours before it's due to end. This should be used very sparingly though, as
watchers may well have been excited about making bids and will be disappointed to see this as
habitual. Keep it for exceptional circumstances such as broken, lost or stolen items. Once you
have listed products for sale, keep them in a safe place. Lower the reserve price. Prior to the
last 12 hours of an auction, it's possible to lower the reserve price if you find that you're not
getting bids. Keep an eye on buyers. It is possible to block some buyers for certain reasons
such as buyers who don't have PayPal , buyers who are in countries you don't ship to and
buyers with two or more unpaid item strikes. And you can also set up Approved Buyers lists
that automatically allow some buyers to bid. When the item sells and has been paid for, be
ready to ship promptly. Package your items neatly and securely. If items are fragile, improper
packaging can result in broken items and unhappy customers! Conversely, excellent packaging
can really improve a buyer's impression of the sale. It's a good business practice to leave
positive feedback for fast-paying customers. You can also use it as a promotional opportunity
by saying something like "Thanks for shopping at My eBay Store! Please come back soon! Part
5 of If you're selling original art or handmade goods of any kind, participate in eBay groups for
your product. Some hobbyists sell in order to fund their purchases. Read threads, be pleasant
and friendly, don't engage in flame wars and compliment anything you like. It's a good way to
make friends and get involved in a thriving niche community. Use the power of social
networking to promote your listings. Blog about your listings, for example, especially if you're
an artist or crafter. Share them on Facebook and Twitter. Include the shipping price in the total
price or minimum bid. People will look at things that have cheap or free shipping, which in turn
may make them more inclined to buy. Sell inexpensive items to build up your feedback. Your
feedback score is an oft-overlooked component of buying and selling on eBay. Buyers deciding
between identical or near identical listings will usually opt for the one whose seller has a higher
feedback rating. Boosting your feedback rating, as a result, is very important. After you have
become an established seller, consider opening a store or shop on eBay. This may be attractive
if you want people to be able to search via your own distinct URL on search engines , you want

to group sales items together under unique categories of your own making and if you want to
build a really interesting profile for your regular and other buyers. Part 6 of Do not sell anything
on eBay that you cannot afford to lose. Describe your item as if there were no pictures, and
photograph your item as if there was no description. Read a book on selling before you get
started. At best, eBay is a get-rich-slow scheme. Unfortunately, many new sellers get scammed
and find it's a get-poor-quick scheme. Do not open an eBay account to sell your iPhone or
designer handbag. Professional scammers are looking for new sellers offering popular items,
and they will take both your item and your money. It's best to sell items like this though
craigslist, letgo or another app that facilitates face-to-face cash transactions. The best way to
avoid being scammed is to be as knowledgeable as possible about selling. There is no foolproof
way. Even sellers with decades of experience get scammed occasionally. That's why we say
never to sell anything on eBay that you can't afford to lose. So, how do you become
knowledgeable about selling on eBay? Read at least one recent book about it and read the
discussion boards on eBay. Many experienced sellers share their expertise there. Start by
selling inexpensive items. Not Helpful 8 Helpful You can always try, but there's no guarantee
that anyone will be interested in a broken item. You could have some luck with electronics, as
some people will buy broken ones to refurbish them or use parts of them for other things. Not
Helpful 5 Helpful You will have a fixed monthly fee only if you open a store. Not Helpful 11
Helpful There is no minimum sales requirement just to sell on eBay. Not Helpful 4 Helpful An
auction is a binding legal contract. So don't do that. Start the auction for the lowest price you
will accept for the item. Do not count on the bids increasing to your desired price. Canceling
sales because you didn't get the price you wanted is infuriating to buyers, and eBay has a very
low tolerance for this practice. Not Helpful 10 Helpful How does eBay collect their money and
how much are we paying for this service? You normally get up to 50 free listings per month and
pay 30 cents per listing for any additional ones, unless you want to add some upgrades to your
listing. All fees for the previous month are automatically withdrawn from your linked PayPal
account and thereby, your bank account around the middle of the next month. Not Helpful 12
Helpful No, there is no system for trading items on eBay. Or you could try contacting a seller
and suggesting a trade outside of eBay, though they might not be comfortable with that if they
don't know you. It's probably best to use another site, like Craigslist, if you want to trade items.
If the return policy is marked as "Returns Accepted", the buyer can return it. However, it's likely
that you will have to pay for shipping to send the item back. Not Helpful 13 Helpful Yes, as long
as you are honest with your posting and inform buyers that it is homemade. It depends on what
stage your listing is in. If it is a Buy-It-Now listing that has not sold, or an auction that has
received no bids, you can cancel. If the auction has received a bid but is still open, you can
cancel the bids and end the auction, but eBay will charge you a final value fee for the bid you
received. If the listing has ended with a buyer, and the buyer has paid, you can get your account
banned in short order for refusal to ship. Cancelling a sale after you have received payment will
in most cases earn you a defect which can lower your selling status. Read eBay's
documentation about cancelling sales for full details. Not Helpful 7 Helpful Unanswered
Questions. What do I do to get a payment after selling something on eBay? Include your email
address to get a message when this question is answered. Whether you're a novice seller or
someone who has been selling for a while, is to realize that there isn't any single secret to sales
success. The reality is that you need to try out the selling your own way until you find the way
that produces the most success for you, your items and your approach. Rely on your common
sense, good observation and research skills as well as being an excellent communicator and
you'll be able to make a success of selling on eBay. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. Take advantage of
free sales training. There are dozens of books on how to sell on eBay. You'll find at least one at
your local public library and it should be sufficient as they all tend to say the same thing after a
while and purchasing one isn't really worth it. Submit a Tip All tip submissions are carefully
reviewed before being published. Be careful of selling overseas. Most items are perfectly fine,
and can increase your bidding pool. However, what may be perfectly legal in the US may be
illegal in other countries or vice versa. Helpful 25 Not Helpful 3. Do not sell illegal items. Doing
so can bring heavy consequences upon you. Helpful 16 Not Helpful 4. Don't accept offers to sell
an item or accept payments outside of ebay. This is against ebay policies and gives you no
recourse if the sale goes badly. Helpful 16 Not Helpful 8. A sale on eBay is as final as a contract
anywhere else. If you commit to selling something at auction on eBay, then you can't change
your mind because it didn't reach a price high enough. It is entirely possible to lose money on
an item if you put a starting price that is too low for you to at least break even if only one person
bids on it. Related wikiHows How to. How to. Co-authors: Updated: January 21, Categories:
Featured Articles Selling on Ebay. Article Summary X Once you've set up your account, go to
the "Sell" tab at the top of eBay's website. In other languages Italiano: Vendere su eBay. Bahasa

Indonesia: Berjualan di eBay. Nederlands: Spullen op eBay verkopen. Thanks to all authors for
creating a page that has been read 2,, times. Knowing the commission rates. That a good
buying record counts toward a good selling profile, even though you may not have sold
anything yet, but consider you may do so in the future. Carol Beesinger May 17, I've been
interested in selling on eBay for some time, but couldn't find any sufficiently helpful guidelines.
I found them in this article. They were clear and well-written, and now I am really interested.
Thank you. Harris Oct 10, Rated this article:. Valerie Showell Sep 5, I found all the information
very informative, as I am just getting involved in online selling. Nikki Mendoza Nov 27, It helped
answer so many of my eBay questions that I couldn't find anywhere else. I'm excited to get
started selling on eBay today. Wish me luck! Art Ortega Sep 13, I would recommend this read to
others. Patty Ferrari Oct 31, George Knapp Aug 1, This very well-organized article led me
through the process step by step. Anyone wanting to sell on eBay can benefit from this piece.
Sharon Berning Mar 13, It touched base on most any aspect of selling. Great for beginning
sellers. Thank you, I now have a better understanding of how to get started. Jul 9, Quite helpful
for those who want to get started selling on eBay. Sandra LaCroix Aug 5, I had no idea, and this
really pointed out some important facts. Very helpful! Richard Vasconi Mar 3, It was easy to
understand the step-by-step selling process! Kate Collins Jun 24, However, I would be
interested in knowing what is the commission rate to be paid to eBay. Laurel Biscott Sep 4, I
look forward to utilizing the techniques I read about! Joe Adams Sep 4, The graphics could be
removed, but they provide a nice visual break between the sections. Kevin Morris Aug 10, I am
planning on doing this for a substantial part of my income. Tips and cautions were appreciated!
Pam Hulen Feb 4, The marketing and business tips are especially helpful. MaryAnn Turner Jul
23, This is my first time, however, will do it! Great information! Susan London Jan 19, I will
definitely refer to it again. Thank you, wikiHow. Robert E. Ray Jr. Jun 9, Marcy Furman Sep 23,
Full of useful information, gave me confidence to start to sell and expectations and reality
check. Nancy Dusza Feb 17, I feel at ease now after reading your very thorough article. Ejaz Asif
Aug 2, It's a very good and self explanatory guide to use eBay for selling. Milt Cohen Sep 13, It
answered most of my questions. Dan May 4, Kim H. Oct 27, Yvonne Birney Jan 9, I will go back
to it again. Thank you very much. Anise Bertram Sep 25, Thanks for the input. Easy to
understand. Dilanka Kumarasinghe Jan 19, I got much information from it. Gertrude Helmy Jul
9, I will follow it as a guide to success. More reader stories Hide reader stories. Did this article
help you? Cookies make wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie
policy. About This Article Co-authors: William Wright Mar 6, Share yours! More success stories
Hide success stories. Related Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails
according to our privacy policy. Follow Us. X Help us do more We've been helping billions of
people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do
this! Skip to main content. Find a Store Browse by Category. Search options Location :. Sort by:
Number of items Store Name. Check us out for a complete selection of topical stamps,
worldwide new issues and older philatelic items. Please add us to your list of favorite sellers.
Thank you and enjoy in philately. Filkomstamps 50 matching items Postage stamps from Abu
Dhabi to Zimbabwe - Internet dealer of postage stamps,covers,paper money,coins, old trading and postcards - Large selection of topical and worldwide stamps -. Take a look at our huge offer
of thematic stamps, sets and individual stamps from around the world. We always combine
shipping. Good hunting! Sukhani Stamps 11 matching items Thank you for visiting my store.
Ship international. Please add me to your list of favorite sellers and visit often. Please add us to
your list of favorite sellers and visit us often. We appreciate your business and happy
collecting!!! Stamps, postal history, postcards, old documents, coins, collectibles, memorabilia,
etc. Thank you for your business. Anthony's Stamps and Coins 3 matching items Huge
assortment of stamps and coins! We believe that good things speak for themselves, so we let
our lots do the talking! CIMA Collectibles 3 matching items. We also have antiques, collectibles,
toys, craft supplies and always an eclectic assortment of i Tidno Stamps 2 matching items
Welcome to my eBay Store. Page 1 of 2 Previous 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Next Go to page. Start of layer
Error. We're sorry, but there's been an error. Please try again. Browse by Category Search for a
Store. Welcome to my Herrick Stamp Ebay store. Please read with attention the shippings fees
and sales conditions to avoid problems. Postage stamps from Abu Dhabi to Zimbabwe - Internet
dealer of postage stamps,covers,paper money,coins, old trading - and postcards - Large
selection of topical and worldwide stamps -. Antverpia Stamps is Belgium's premier stamp
shop. Sukhani Stamps. Thank you for visiting my store. Stamps Topical stamps and souvenir
sheets, cats, dogs, soccer, trains, flora, flowers, disney, etc, free shipping in USA. Welcome to
my eBay store. Welcome to our eBay Storeworldofstamps. This is a store for postcards, postal
history, books, medals, orders and pottery and glass. Edward Younger Co. Anthony's Stamps
and Coins. Quality Stamps and Coins for Collectors! CIMA Collectibles. We offer Stamps and

Covers both U. Tidno Stamps. Welcome to my eBay Store. Go to page. Start of layer. Error
We're sorry, but there's been an error. Click to close. End of layer. From listing to getting
paidâ€”we provide the selling expertise to help you sell and earn more. If you are new to selling
on eBay and are getting paid to your bank account, or if eBay already manages payments for
your account, some information on this page may no longer be relevant to you. Your fees,
expenses and charges will be automatically deducted from your earnings. Please leave the
following fields untouched. Get Started Everything you need to start selling on eBay. Shipping
Whether you ship across town or around the world. Explore your options. Packaging matters
Handling time Reducing shipping costs Shipping best practices Return shipping. Service and
Payments Learn how to give great service and get paid. Additional Resources. Seller Center
Search. Seller Center How to Sell. How to Sell. On This Page. List Learn what to sell, how to
photograph and describe it, and how to price it right. Watch Now. Ship Learn how to pack your
item, print your label, and ship with ease. Earn cash How do you want to be paid? We show you
your options. Check It Out. Learn More. Get Inspiration We know what buyers are looking for.
Use our expertise to score more. See Insights. Best practices Create listings that are sure to sell
with these tips. Ready to sell? You have all the tools. Time to make extra cash. Sell Now. Was
this page helpful? Please answer this question before sending. Page name. Tell us how we can
improve this page Submit. Custom Survey Tab. Seller Hub Webinars Seller Update. Stay
Connected. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window
or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new
window or tab. Add to Watchlist. This listing has ended. The seller has relisted this item or one
like this. Posts to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be posted through the
Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new
window or tab. May not post to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for postage
options. See details. Seller's other items. Sell
ktm 625 smc specs
2001 chevy s10 4 door 4x4
pontiac bonneville forum
one like this. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Similar sponsored
items. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: Used: An item
that has been used previously. The item may have some signs of cosmetic wear, but is fully
operational and functions as intended. This item may be a floor model or store return that has
been used. See all condition definitions - opens in a new window or tab Read more about the
condition. See full item description. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page.
Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share
on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab
Add to Watchlist. Condition: Used. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab Postage: May not
post to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for postage options. Seller: rtto06 0
Seller's other items. Used: An item that has been used previously.

